Cloud computing has transformed traditional technology strategy and delivery models for today's financial institutions. Cloud-based solutions are flexible, scalable and secure, giving financial institutions the ability to do more with less and meet increasing consumer demand to deliver the latest technologies. Working with the right provider, financial institutions can make strategic decisions about cloud services that lower costs, improve efficiency and grow market share.

By migrating to the Cloud, you can achieve the following competitive advantages:

- **Minimize expensive investments** in new or replacement hardware
- **Create redundancy and backups** so that your IT operations are secure and readily available
- **Leverage CSI's secure data hosting sites and industry experts** to maximize your IT enterprise
- **Customize the level of service** that’s appropriate for your institution
- **Build a cost-effective disaster recovery platform**
- **Simplify future IT cost projections**
FLEXIBLE SERVICE OFFERINGS:

Whether you choose a fully outsourced IT infrastructure model or utilize CSI’s Cloud as an augmentation of your current environment, CSI will customize a solution for your institution so you can achieve maximum benefits:

- Cloud Infrastructure provides redundant, replicated systems managed by CSI experts
- Shared Virtual Desktops offer enhanced user experience, speed and security, while no data leaves the data center
- Disaster Recovery services greatly reduce recovery time for your IT environment by automating the recovery of servers to augment the default replication
- Hosted Backup ensures that your data is always available and in line with compliance requirements

SECURE DATA PROTECTION

Complete multi-layered protection that ensures your data’s safety

Managing and hosting technology can be cumbersome, costly and counterproductive to growing your financial institution. CSI’s Cloud offerings give you multiple options and support levels to make technology less complicated and more strategic. And while there are many cloud choices out there, CSI is the largest managed services provider in the financial industry, achieving the same standards that apply to you.

By transitioning assets to CSI’s Cloud, you can achieve the following benefits:

- Reduce expenses associated with buying and maintaining hardware and software
- Obtain a responsive, scalable IT infrastructure that performs at optimal levels
- Enhance security through round-the-clock system monitoring by a team of experts
- Defend against Layer 3 and volumetric attacks with DDoS protection measures

To be truly successful, you need a technology partner, not simply another vendor. Unlike cookie-cutter cloud hosting that you manage yourself, CSI offers customized solutions and expert service to monitor and maintain systems and security while providing you the 24x7 support you need from our Network Operations Centers (NOC).

Data protection is critical, and with more than five decades of experience, CSI holds a unique perspective on exactly what you need in a cloud environment. We’ve designed our Cloud solutions to keep each customer’s information protected from online threats, including DDoS, and separated from other customers in our cloud environment.

This methodology provides a highly secure environment and allows us to deliver extensive individualized reporting. Our reporting includes security events to help you satisfy regulatory compliance requirements, as well as performance metrics to ensure your environment is operating as efficiently as possible.